on page nine, Relyea writes, “The [Everyday A rt World] network
begins to appear less like defiance and more like the latest answer
to capitalisms constant need to overcome and reinvent itself.” But
he then sheaths his sword and proceeds to speak o f his disinter
ested interest in “how [post-studio art procedures] align with and
articulate new social and organizational norms and positions.”
As chair o f a prestigious art department with “theory” in its
name, Relyea is understandably careful to avoid a blanket condem
nation o f the new EAW. Although he seems to want to make a
felony case concerning the ravages the EA W has wrought on the
contemporary art scene, he writes—like a doubting medieval phi
losopher in a kingdom of belief—for two very different audiences.
One group comprises academic colleagues and younger artists
who might like to see an art world of finished products (whether
objects in inventory or custom-built for exhibition) largely decon
structed, perhaps even replaced with an anybody-can-be-everything,
DIY network. For those readers, Relyea provides a narrative thread
running from M oM As “Sixteen Americans” and 1971 M el Bochner

“Projects” exhibitions through the evolution of the big biennials into
avant-garde versions of old T V variety shows, Andrea Frasers video
taped sex with a collector, talky artists’cooperatives in Glasgow, L. A.
and Cologne, and the “newbricolage”of such artists as Lara Schnitger and Rachel Harrison (where, ironically, a ramshackle physicality
might be turning things back just a bit toward objets d’art).
Relyea’s second audience consists o f skeptics like me (and,
maybe, the author of Your Everyday A rt World himself). For them,
Relyea occasionally shines a prosecutorial floodlight on the wider
consequences o f the advent of the EAW:
Today’s claims of romantic defiance too often look past the
fact that our sense of expanded agency has been purchased
largely through an aggressive shattering and collapse of the
larger social structure. Falling progressively into ruin, this is
a scene that belongs not to romance but to tragedy.
H e said it. I didn’t. O
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